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EMBRACING DATA ANALYTICS

T here are few decisions we make today that aren’t based on 
data. We check our weather apps to properly plan our outfits. 
We use customer feedback data to determine what products 

to buy. And we can’t leave home without our fitness monitors 
and smartphones to track our health, mood, conversations and 
whereabouts. 

That’s just in our personal lives. Consider the decisions — big and 
small — that government officials have to make every day. Some 
of these decisions have national security implications and affect 
how we live, work and play. With so much at stake, agencies can’t 
afford to play guessing games when it comes to decision-making. 

For a growing number of agencies, that’s where the power of 
data analytics comes in. Using analytics, they can extract valuable 
insights from their data to detect fraud, reduce recidivism, 
prioritize the location of bicycle facilities, respond to cyberthreats 
and much more. 

Other agencies are still in the early stages of analytics and hoping 
to make it a part of how they do business. But the challenges range 
from figuring out where to start to determining how mission needs 
should drive those efforts. 

To help agencies maximize their use of data analytics, GovLoop 
surveyed more than 400 of its community members to better 
understand the state of data analytics. We used that feedback to 
identify common challenges agencies face. In this guide, you will 
learn about those challenges and how your peers in government 
addressed them. Specifically, you’ll hear from experts at the 
General Services Administration, Environmental Protection Agency, 
Commerce Department, commonwealth of Virginia and Fargo Fire 
Department in North Dakota. 

First up, let’s take a closer look at how our members described their 
use and understanding of data analytics. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Virginia’s Deputy Secretary of Technology
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Deputy Administrator at the U.S.  
General Services Administration

Robin Thottungal
Chief Data Scientist and Director of Analytics  
at the Environmental Protection Agency

Jeff Chen
Chief Data Scientist at  
the Commerce Department  

Ron Guggisberg
Fire Captain of EMS at the Fargo Fire 
Department in North Dakota

Justin Antonipillai
Counselor to the Commerce Secretary with 
the delegated duties of the Undersecretary 
for Economic Affairs

Dawn Brown
Procurement Analyst at EPA 
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THE STATE OF  
DATA ANALYTICS

INTRODUCTION

In May 2009, the federal government 
launched a new website called Data.
gov. The goal was to create a catalog for 

datasets generated by executive branch 
agencies and to make that data publicly 
available in open, machine-readable 
formats.

Today, the site hosts nearly 200,000 
datasets from federal, state, city and county 
governments. But this enormous collection 
of data is just a drop in the bucket. The 
reality is many government agencies are 
drowning in data.

But with the right tools to collect, manage 
and process data, agencies can turn their 
data into trends and meaningful results. 
That’s what makes data analytics so 
appealing to agencies. 

According to President Barack Obama’s 
Big Data and Privacy Working Group 
Review, “analytics is what makes big 
data come alive. Without analytics, big 
datasets could be stored, and they could 
be retrieved, wholly or selectively. But what 

comes out would be exactly what went in. 
Analytics, comprising a number of different 
computational technologies, is what fuels 
the big data revolution. Analytics is what 
creates the new value in big datasets, 
vastly more than the sum of the values of 
the parts.”

We adapted the chart below from Gartner 
as a quick review of the key types of 
analytics and to show examples of how 
each can benefit government. Notice the 
rising degree of difficulty and value tied to 
each type. 

In a recent GovLoop survey of more 
than 400 of our community members, 
we asked several questions about their 
understanding of analytics, how they were 
using it and what challenges they face. 

We found that 61 percent of respondents 
work for an organization that has begun to 
use data analytics in spite of the difficulties. 
An additional 5 percent has plans to begin 
a program, although they have not yet 
done so. 

DESCRIPTIVE
ANALYTICS

What happened?

DIAGNOSTIC
ANALYTICS

Why did it happen?

PREDICTIVE
ANALYTICS

What will happen?

PRESCRIPTIVE
ANALYTICS

How can we make it happen?

D I F F I C U L T Y

I N F O R M AT I O N  

O P T I M I Z AT I O N  

V
A

L
U

E

Using Google Analytics to track 
website tra�c, such as page 
views and number of visitors

Mining data to determine 
what caused a spike in web 
tra�c over the past month

Using algorithms and data 
to predict where burglaries 
will most likely occur in a city

Rerouting travel, based on tra�c 
predictions and pedestrians’ 
actions (think self-driving cars)

http://Data.gov
http://Data.gov
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/PCAST/pcast_big_data_and_privacy_-_may_2014.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/PCAST/pcast_big_data_and_privacy_-_may_2014.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/PCAST/pcast_big_data_and_privacy_-_may_2014.pdf
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This increasing popularity in the use of analytics, however, 
has not completely translated into a detailed understanding 
of its intricacies. Only 38 percent of respondents said they 
felt comfortable offering a definition of analytics, and 27 
percent did not understand the definition.

To establish a successful program, it can be critical to 
establish a supportive culture for data analytics at your 
agency. This culture depends on buy-in from all levels 
within the organization, especially at the leadership level. 
Fortunately, 57 percent of respondents feel that agency 
leadership is committed and involved in the analytics 
progress. 

A growing number of agencies are using analytics to solve 
their mission needs, but the level of expertise varies across 
departments. Some have dedicated chief data officers 
to spearhead these efforts, while others have smaller 
offices with employees who are trying to build support 
for analytics projects. In the next section, we will explore 
five barriers to adopting analytics, as well as practical 
solutions from your peers in government on how to tackle 
those challenges. 

For those agencies that are making use of data analytics to 
drive organizational decisions, most are relying on descriptive 
analytics to understand what happened. Diagnostic and 
predictive analytics are also popular among agencies, as 
each are used by about one-third of the respondents. 

Although agencies are clearly using analytics, and many 
are using different types to analyze their data, most 
programs seem to be fairly young and less developed. Only 
7 percent of respondents identified their organization as 
advanced. On the other hand, 37 percent described their 
agency’’s proficiency as novice. 

Does your department, agency or organization 
use data analytics?

How would you describe your organization’s 
proficiency with data analytics?

Does your organization have leadership support 
and buy-in for data analytics?

Do you understand or feel comfortable defining 
data analytics?

What type of analytics does your agency use? 
Check all that apply.

descriptive 
48.7%

yes 61%

novice 37%

yes 38%

yes 57%

no 8%

proficient 24%

no 27%

no 43%

not sure 26%

advanced 7%

not sure 32%

somewhat 35%

we do not, but  
plan to soon 5%

diagnostic 
35.1%

predictive 
33.8%

unsure 
41.5%

prescriptive 
15.4%
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CHALLENGE #1
GETTING STARTED 

WITH DATA ANALYTICS
Sometimes the most challenging part of diving into a new project is 
figuring out where to start. What resources do you need? Who should be 
involved? What is the end goal, and how do you get there? 

For a number of agencies, data analytics projects are no different. Al-
though they’re not an entirely new undertaking in government, many 
program offices, sub-agencies and even larger departments are still work-
ing through strategies to fully embrace analytics. 

For more than a third of our survey respondents, uncertainty about where 
to start is their biggest barrier to using analytics. If you’re in a similar boat, 
this section will help you navigate some of the fears and challenges that 
come with new beginnings.

lack of technical expertise 48.6%

budget 36.4%

data management/governance issues 35.3%

not sure where to start 33.4%

cultural resistance 29.1%

other 17.8%

What is the 
biggest barrier 

to using data 
analytics at 

your agency? 
(check all that 

apply)
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T o get practical insights on where to start, we spoke with 
Anthony Fung, Virginia’s Deputy Secretary of Technology, 
and Ron Guggisberg, Fire Captain of EMS at the Fargo 

Fire Department in North Dakota.

In Virginia, data analytics isn’t a new concept. The common-
wealth has several projects under way, including one to 
analyze workforce and education data. But even the most 
advanced government organizations have to ensure their 
efforts align with basic principles for success. We’ve adapted 
a few of them from our interview with Fung about the use of 
shared data and analytics:

 k Identify key projects that provide the highest 
likelihood of realizing the value of data and analytics in 
new ways. In Virginia, the governor is looking for projects 
that demonstrate cost savings and draw on resources 
statewide. Consider your agency’s mission and priorities, 
and align analytics projects with those efforts. 

 k Maybe you don’t have a chief data scientist to 
help you chart this course, but there are often people within 
the agency — or a sister agency — who have a knack for 
data projects. Seek them out, and get them involved. 

 k If you haven’t already, now is the time to 
start a dialogue among the groups that have a 
hand or a say in how your organization uses data. Think 
through data sharing, governance and ethical use issues. 
Conduct a comprehensive review of all legal, privacy and 
governance concerns as they relate to data sharing at 
your agency.

 k If procuring analytics tools is your challenge, 
take some cues from the commonwealth. Fung said the 
state created a procurement vehicle to provide next-
generation analytics products and services, and one of 
the requirements for awardees was to provide analytics 
pilots on a limited scale for agencies at no cost to the 
state. Also consider the state’s universities for capabilities 
and resources.  Many of them are investing in talent and 
infrastructure that could support state efforts.

 k Partner with the civic community and 
nonprofit organizations as you embark on 
analytics projects. One way is by making datasets 
available to people beyond the walls of your agency who 
can turn data into actionable insights using visualizations 
and other tools. “There are a lot of people with passion 
and citizens who are really engaged and ready to be part 
of the solution,” Fung said. If you need some inspiration, 
check out this recent datathon that Virginia hosted. 

Maybe your agency is in the early stages of launching a data 
analytics project and not quite ready for prime time, or maybe 
you’re on a solo journey to win the hearts and minds of skeptics 
who are not on board with analytics. Here are some things to 
keep in mind: 

 k Don’t despise humble beginnings. Guggisberg 
knows the realities of tight budgets. There is no innovation 
budget to fund above and beyond what are deemed 
the essentials for fire and rescue. For the time being, he 
is testing a commonly used visualization software that 
doesn’t require an extensive tech background. 

 k Consider fellowship and grant programs. To 
help fund long-term use of the software and other tools, 
Guggisberg is applying for grants and fellowships. One 
in particular is What Works Cities, a national initiative 
Bloomberg Philanthropies launched in 2015 to help 
midsize U.S. cities enhance their use of data and evidence 
to improve services, inform local decision-making and 
engage residents.

 k Show and tell. Don’t keep all the work and results 
to yourself. Guggisberg uses the software to create 
dashboards that he shares with the fire crew, mainly the 
chief. For example, firefighters recently started carrying 
Narcan, a prescription medicine that blocks the effects of 
opioids and reverses the effects of an overdose. 

“I went back to 2011 and pulled all of our runs, searched 
for the word overdose, and was able to put it in a map 
with a time of day, so we could see where it’s occurring 
and what time of day it’s occurring,” he said. “It’s just 
sitting on a hard drive,” Guggisberg said of the data. For 
now, he hands out dashboards in PDF documents, and 
“the hope is that someday somebody starts requesting 
more of it.”

 k Tell a story with the data. Response time analysis is 
a big deal for the fire department. Using the visualization 
software, Guggisberg can create a visual story that shows 
when a call came in, how long it took to respond and 
what variables impacted response, such as traffic or the 
number of functioning trucks. When these pieces of data 
are brought together they provide a complete picture. For 
example, knowing that response times are affected when 
a truck is out of service is one thing. But putting that data 
on a graph so that people can visualize the impact makes 
a difference. 

https://data.virginia.gov/
https://data.virginia.gov/datathon-2016
http://whatworkscities.bloomberg.org/
http://stopoverdoseil.org/narcan.html
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Wish You Were Here.
When NASA needed a company to handle mission 

critical data from Mars - it turned to Amazon Web Services. 
Come see what AWS can do for your agency’s data.

NASA'S DATA IS 
IN THE CLOUD, IS 
YOURS?

https://aws.amazon.com/nasa
aws.amazon.com/government-education

http://aws.amazon.com/government-education/#iot
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INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT

TAKING THE HEAVY LIFTING  
OUT OF DATA ANALYTICS

An interview with Ben Snively, Senior Solutions Architect, Amazon Web Services

O ne of the challenges agencies face in their quest to 
adopt analytics is managing the volume of data stored 
in various silos. Locked away in those disparate systems 

are datasets that could help explain trends or enable agencies to 
plan for future events — if only people could be access them. 

But even the data that agencies can account for may be outdat-
ed or inaccurate, which is often referred to as “dirty data.” For 
the data that is usable, agencies must decide how best to store, 
manage and analyze it. 

Ben Snively, Senior Solutions Architect on Amazon Web Ser-
vices’ (AWS) public sector team, recommended that agencies 
start their analytics journey with a set of business questions 
that they want to answer with data analytics. “That may not be 
a complete set of questions, but a smaller set that can lead to 
quick wins and buy-in from multiple stakeholders,” Snively said. 
“Agencies should involve engineers, analysts and other busi-
ness stakeholders who can benefit from agency system data.” 

From there, having a game plan and knowing what cost effec-
tive solutions are available to support data analytics is key. For 
example, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Food and 
Drug Administration are among the agencies using AWS, a lead-
ing cloud platform provider, to simplify workloads and ensure 
they are paying only for the resources they use. AWS offers 
tools and services that enable agencies to quickly migrate data 
into its secure environment and benefit from what Snively and 
his colleagues call the “undifferentiated heaving lifting” of tech-
nology infrastructure that AWS provides. 

“With AWS, agencies are able to use various services that will 
perform a lot of the common tasks for analytics and data 
science, such as run Hadoop as a service,” Snively said. “This 
approach allows them to really focus on what matters for the 
mission, rather than the heavy lifting of standing up the infra-
structure and analytical services.”

The exponential growth of existing data sources makes it 
challenging to predict storage requirements even a year or two 
down the road. The same is true for projecting the need for 
computing resources. 

If agencies get that projection wrong, they’re either paying for 
resources they don’t need or they have unhappy employees 
who don’t have access to the analytics capabilities to do their 
jobs. With AWS, agencies don’t have to worry about guessing 
how many servers or software licenses they will need for the 
duration of a project. 

“You really get to grow into what you need based on the demand 
that you have at a given time,” Snively said. “We see agencies 
coming to AWS to simplify big data in their organizations by lever-
aging the tools and techniques they use to run analytics.” 

Government agencies can now easily stand up projects and 
experiment using tools from various AWS partners or managed 
services. “By using Amazon Kinesis, customers are able to focus 
on real-time analytical needs, rather than focusing on standing 
up a real-time stream,” Snively said. 

On the data storage front, NASA shifted to a new infrastructure 
model that uses AWS for cloud-based enterprise infrastructure. 
This model supports a variety of web applications and websites 
in a secure environment, while providing nearly $1 million in 
annual cost savings for NASA. 

Amazon Redshift, a petabyte-scale data warehouse, is another 
area that’s growing in popularity. Think of it as processed and 
structured data that allows analysts to run business intelligence 
tools to gain mission insight. This is different from a big data 
lake, which often includes a variety of datasets. These can be 
structured or unstructured and can contain raw and unpro-
cessed data. 

Federal agencies aren’t the only ones benefiting from easy 
access to their data. The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority 
(FINRA), an independent nonprofit organization authorized by 
Congress to protect America’s investors, migrated about 75 
percent of its operations to AWS. The move enabled FINRA 
to create a flexible platform that adapts to changing market 
dynamics and provides its analysts with tools to interactively 
query multi-petabyte datasets. The organization estimates it 
will save up to $20 million annually by using AWS instead of a 
physical data center infrastructure.
 
“Once you have the cloud computing environment, you’re able 
to run new analytics with a simple click,” Snively said. “You can 
choose from the AWS Marketplace or managed services and 
experiment with many tools quickly. These services are trans-
forming the way agencies are able to run analytics.”

Whether it’s business intelligence or data warehousing, the 
cloud allows organizations to shift away from managing their 
infrastructure to put more of their time and resources into 
their core missions. 
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CHALLENGE #2
DATA ANALYTICS  

TOOLS & TECHNIQUES:  
KNOWING YOUR OPTIONS

If getting started with data analytics weren’t hard enough, now you have 
the added task of figuring out which tools you need and whether to build 
or buy them. 

Based on feedback from our data analytics survey, several agencies are de-
veloping capabilities in-house. Others are using cloud-based, open source 
and custom-built tools. So what’s the best option for your agency?

Which of the following 
best describes your 
data analytics tools?

developed in-house 30%
custom-built 16%
cloud-based tool 12%
open source 12%
other 31%

J eff Chen, Chief Data Scientist at the 
Commerce Department, encouraged 
agencies to consider these questions 

         before settling on a specific tool:

 k Who will be using the tool?

 k What specific needs do they have?

 k What are the implementation 
requirements for the tool, and can your 
agency support those requirements?

 k What skills are required to use the tool?

For more on how to choose the right tools and 
techniques, we spoke with Robin Thottungal, 
Chief Data Scientist and Director of Analytics 
at the Environmental Protection Agency, and 
Dawn Brown, a Procurement Analyst at EPA. 
They shared these words of wisdom:  
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Thottungal and his team are less focused on buying 
specific tools from vendors than they are on developing 
a minimum viable product, or MVP. Think of it as the 
version of a new product that allows the team to identify 
kinks and get valuable feedback from customers. 

The focus for EPA is on identifying the problems that 
need solving and then developing an MVP. 

“From there, we start thinking about what appropriate 
tools and techniques [there are] to solve the problem,” 
Thottungal said. “We are not saying, ‘Let’s go and buy 

the tool from company X and try to fit that back to the 
entire enterprise needs.’”

At a disparate agency like EPA, one tool likely won’t 
be the right fit to fix the varying needs across the 
department. “You need to have a visualization tool, 
[and] you need to have a tool that is capable of doing 
compute” and tools for storing data, Thottungal said. 
“What we are trying to identify is: How can we enable 
our internal staff to be proficient in using some of 
these tools?”

“If we can identify an enterprise open source tool, we 
will go with that because we know that will reduce the 
cost of licensing,” Thottungal said, adding that EPA is 
using several open source tools as part of its big data 
ecosystem. 

For agencies that are considering open source, 
Thottungal noted that although there may not be 
upfront costs, there are hidden costs to consider. 

“The hidden cost is basically identifying the 
appropriate talent within the organization who can 
actually maintain the toolset,” he said. “The question 
is, how comfortable is your team maintaining that 
infrastructure and the whole ecosystem?”

In other words, keep in mind that it takes manpower 
and resources to maintain the open source tools after 
acquiring them. 

Predicting harmful algal blooms across the U.S. is 
serious business at EPA because of the damaging 
effects that can sicken or kill people and animals, 
create dead zones in the water and raise treatment 
costs for drinking water. 

“We came to realize that this is a problem that requires 
a tremendous volume of data-crunching [and] a very 
powerful computing infrastructure,” Thottungal said. 
“We realized that this is an opportunity for my team 
to work with [others in the department] to identify an 
appropriate solution.”

The team needed the ability to store and use 
large-volume datasets, conduct high-performance 
computing and perform analysis on near real-time 
datasets that came from sensors deployed across 
various bodies of water. The sensors detect water 

temperature and nitrogen and phosphorus contents 
that wash into the water. These requirements dictated 
what tools EPA used. 

Another undertaking at EPA involved the development 
of spending visualization tools to better track 
operational costs and contracting data. Initially, the 
data was presented in spreadsheets, which evolved 
to static images, Brown said. The end result is an 
interactive dashboard. “We did this in phases over the 
course of two years,” she said. 

When it comes to identifying projects that are ripe 
for analytics, the agency relies on a community of 
practice that includes about 200 people. At a minimum, 
they meet biweekly to discuss analytics work and 
opportunities across the department, and suggestions 
for analytics projects come from all levels of the agency.

Let the mission dictate the tools. 

Focus on outcomes. 

When adopting open source technologies, 
keep hidden costs in mind.
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Data Integration at Mission Speed 
INTEGRATE. STORE. MANAGE. SEARCH.

You need a 360 degree view of data, but getting it is near impossible. Data is spread 
across disconnected silos and data integration lags the speed of operations. It’s time to 
rethink what’s expected of a database.

MarkLogic is the world’s best database for integrating data from silos. Our operational 
and transactional Enterprise NoSQL multi-model database platform integrates data better, 
faster, with less cost.

WWW.MARKLOGIC.COM

http://marklogic.com
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INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT

USING ANALYTICS TO IMPACT THE  
MISSION VS. OBSERVE THE MISSION

An interview with Romi Doshi, Senior Solutions Manager at MarkLogic

T he amount of data that agencies need to find and parse 
through at any given time can be daunting. In addition 
to analyzing mountains of information, analysts need to 

determine how the insights they glean can improve mission 
operations. 

Before using data analytics to improve their missions, agencies 
should review their enterprise data management model. Does 
it support transitioning from simply observing the mission, by 
using analytics to determine what has happened, to actually 
impacting the mission by dynamically updating information and 
actions as events occur?

“Before agencies even get to analyze their environment, they 
are bombarded with data from many different sources,” 
said Romi Doshi, Senior Solutions Manager at MarkLogic, 
an industry leader in enterprise database platforms. “It is 
overwhelming, and they face many challenges around data 
management and integration with legacy systems. Data today 
resides in so many different silos, so it’s extremely difficult to 
get a 360-degree view of all information.”

For example, let’s say your agency is tasked with identifying and 
stopping illicit activities. Today, many analysts and decision- 
makers are pulling information from different systems. 
Reviewing this data is a costly manual effort because they have 
to go from one system to another to compile the information 
they need. But the work isn’t done just yet because the bits 
and pieces of data you’ve gathered need to be aggregated 
and correlated in another system for further analysis. Many 
agencies use relational databases or data warehouses to 
integrate such silos. This is costly and greatly delays decision-
making, Doshi explained. 

Other agencies use complex ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) 
infrastructure to move data across multiple silos.  

“The problems with ETL are its operational costs and lack of 
flexibility,” Doshi said. According to one study, organizations 
spend about 80 percent of their time just wrangling data to 
perform ETL, which is a huge chunk of the enterprise data 
management budget. 

What happens when new data sources are discovered and need 
to be added? Agencies would first have to understand the data 
and the metadata that resides in the new sources, prioritize which 
sources are the most important, redesign schemas, perform the 
ETL processes, rebuild the data warehouse, rinse and repeat.

And unfortunately, after all is said and done, you’re still left 
with static data in your data warehouse or across silos. Think 
back to the earlier example of the organization combatting 
illicit activities. Information to stay on top of this task requires 
logins to multiple data sources or costly ETL to map to a data 
warehouse. By the time an analyst completes a report, the 
information is likely outdated.

A data warehouse is read-only, and it’s meant to just be queried, 
Doshi noted. “At MarkLogic, we call that observing the mission. 
So you’re observing what transactions have happened in the 
past and trying to gain intelligence from the data warehouse.”

The contrast is actually observing and impacting the mission 
by using an operational and transactional database that 
allows you to feed new data sources and update information 
back into the system in — real time. That’s where MarkLogic’s 
Operational Data Hub solution has been an asset to agencies. It 
allows them to expand beyond a read-only data warehouse or 
point-to-point ETL-driven data integration.

An operational data hub built on the MarkLogic Enterprise 
NoSQL multi-model database platform can ingest information 
from the hundreds or thousands of data silos across 
departments, without requiring agencies to create a schema 
upfront. As agencies load new data into the system, analysts 
can not only immediately search across all the data, but 
also edit and update information as needed to make new 
connections between the data and write back to the database, 
while having traceability to the original sources.

Doshi equated the ease of MarkLogic’s operational data hub 
to something we’re all familiar with: Google’s search engine. 
“If I create a new website, Google doesn’t ask me to fill out my 
information in a specific form in order for it to be recognizable 
by their search engine,” she said. “Google just scours the 
internet for new web pages and content, and it automatically 
shows up in search results. That’s how MarkLogic works. You 
don’t have to fit data into a specific mold like a schema, you 
just have to load data as is into MarkLogic, where it’s indexed 
and searchable immediately. Over time you can enrich data to 
transform it into information and organizational knowledge.” 

For agencies, these capabilities mean less time spent prepping 
for analysis and more time spent extracting valuable insights. 
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CHALLENGE #3
TACKLING DATA STORAGE 
& MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Now that you’ve decided to start a data analytics program, it’s important 
to consider how the troves of data across your agency will be stored and 
maintained. Simply identifying your data sources and determining what 
type of solutions you’d like to pursue is not enough to guarantee your pro-
gram will be successful. 

When asked what was preventing their organization from beginning an 
analytics program, one-third of respondents noted that data management 
challenges were preventing their organization’s progress. 

What is the 
biggest barrier 

to using data 
analytics at 

your agency? 

data management/ 
governance issues35%
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T o ensure that your data can be accurately analyzed, 
concentrate on building your data management 
capacities. Below are several areas that require your 

commitment and focus:

Getting Your Data in Shape
An investment in the right data management tools is just as 
important as your investment in analytics software. Without 
properly preserved and refined data, it is exceedingly difficult 
to turn millions of data points into a meaningful collection. To 
ensure your data is maintained, you should procure tools to 
help store and clean your data. 

Storage: A key consideration when deciding on a storage 
solution should be finding an option that enables you to easily 
access your data, especially if it’s from multiple sources. It 
can be easy to silo data from different divisions into different 
repositories, but doing so can make it very difficult to run 
analytics across all your data. One option is to consolidate data 
into a single repository that can accommodate everything. A 
number of agencies have turned to cloud-based storage to 
make data accessible to multiple stakeholders. 

Cleaning: Not all the data you collect will be usable. But 
inaccurate or incomplete data can get in the way if it isn’t 
regularly updated or purged from the system. Ideally, your 
management approach should include tools that are designed 
to assess the content, consistency and validity of your data. 
By purging data that isn’t useful, is duplicative or was poorly 
recorded, analytics programs are more successful. The Office 
of Unified Shared Services Management, an entity within GSA 
focused on improving how the government delivers shared 
services, offered these tips for data cleansing:

 k Identify stakeholders involved in data cleansing. 

 k Establish criteria for clean data. 

 k Define key milestone dates to implement and maintain the 
established criteria.

 k Develop an approach to categorize data for cleansing and 
reporting.

Keeping Your Data Safe
The data your agency collects can have a lot of value. 
Unfortunately, this value can also be a liability and may draw 
malicious attention. Implementing safety measures to enhance 
your level of security is critical to protecting your private data 
from being exposed, stolen or abused. When implementing 
security measures, it’s important to focus on threats from both 
outside and inside your agency.

Outsider threats: Thanks to a growing global community 
of hackers, many agencies are experiencing more cyberattacks 
than ever. To ensure the integrity of their data, agencies should 
consider implementing security solutions such as end-to-end 
encryption. But one challenge is that not all of the partners you 
share data with may be up to speed with encryption. 

“We can have the best [encryption tools and techniques], but 
if they can’t connect to [the data] and they can’t use the data 
and they can’t access it, it doesn’t really help me,” said Emery 
Csulak, Chief Information Security Officer at the Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Csulak recommended 
working with partners at all levels to help them bolster their 
security capabilities. 

Insider threats: In recent years, the rate of data exposure, 
both accidental and intentional, by employees has risen 
substantially. Given the danger of threats from within, it 
is important to implement measures such as two-factor 
authentication. Requiring employees to use something that 
they have and something that they know to access the system 
helps protect data from undesirable exposure. 

Sharing Your Data
Your data and analytics are valuable on their own, but their 
usefulness can be further amplified when combined with 
other agencies’ data. But even if agencies are able to establish 
an agreement to combine their resources, such a venture is 
unlikely to be successful if their data management approaches 
don’t permit this collaboration.

Most importantly, your agency should settle on concrete, 
standard definitions and quality criteria for data. For example, 
if multiple cities want to compare their data on employment, 
it is critical to have a clear understanding of what the data 
means. If each city does not have a standard that regulates 
how jobs are counted, such as part-time vs. full-time, the data 
becomes less valuable, as it is difficult to understand and 
cannot be easily shared. 

Data standards are also important for intra-agency data 
sharing. Fung suggested that agencies start with a few agencies 
that can gradually adopt standards and work out any kinks, 
such as data integrity issues. Use of the standard can then be 
expanded to other agencies. 

Most importantly, your team should remember that 
data management is not solely the responsibility of IT. To 
successfully manage a new data analytics program, the entire 
agency must be united behind common goals. With the right 
data and the right systems for maintenance, your agency can 
adopt reliable and game-changing solutions.
 

https://www.ussm.gov/files/2016/07/M3PlaybookPhase02Guidance.pdf
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INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT

HOW THE CLOUD CAN SUPPORT  
YOUR ANALYTICS JOURNEY

 
An interview with Michael Kennedy, Director of Public Sector Cloud Strategy at Catapult

 

O ne of the most promising aspects of data analytics is 
the power it has to transform decision-making at all 
levels of government. Agencies can use analytics to 

identify trends, find correlations and target services to their 
constituents more efficiently and effectively. 

However, before they reach that stage, agencies must consider 
how to best store and manage their data so it’s secure, acces-
sible and cost effective. For a growing number of agencies, the 
cloud has emerged as the optimal choice. 

“There are a lot of regulations that govern the types of data that 
agencies have,” said Michael Kennedy, Director of Public Sector 
Cloud Strategy at Catapult. “Until they had a cloud environ-
ment that met security requirements, it really wasn’t possible 
for agencies to fully embrace the cloud for a data platform.” 
Now agencies can embrace the cloud for many of their data 
analytics needs.

The team at Catapult knows firsthand the benefits of using the 
cloud to drive analytics initiatives. For example, Catapult partnered 
with the Department of Information Resources (DIR) in Texas to 
develop a business analytics and reporting shared platform that’s 
hosted in the cloud. The department launched a six-month pilot 
to determine the viability of using the cloud to give its customer 
agencies robust data analytics capabilities without having to buy 
hardware or software upfront. The pilot was also an effort to 
determine how quickly agencies could gain key insights into their 
operations by using this cloud-hosted model. 

In working with the DIR, Catapult used a series of short 
workshops called Jumpstarts to determine each agency’s key 
data requirements at the beginning of the pilot. The company 
delivered new functionality for the cloud-based project every 
two weeks using the Agile and SCRUM methodologies.

“It’s a completely different way of approaching the problem to 
achieve rapid success,” Kennedy said. “When it comes to data 
analytics we have to take a user-centered experience ap-
proach that takes into account the digital strategy. This involves 
providing different groups of users with the interfaces and the 
information they need to do their jobs effectively.” 

Authorized by the Texas Legislature, the pilot is aligned to the 
DIR’s five-year plan to decrease IT costs through use of the 
cloud and develop shared knowledge across agencies. Agencies 
struggle to hire and retain highly-specialized IT professionals 
who can architect, design, and maintain the complex on-premise 
solutions and cloud technologies needed to interpret data. 

Kennedy highlighted three challenges agencies face when it 
comes to hiring and retaining talent to support data analytics 
efforts. The first is often referred to as the silver tsunami, which 
is the rapidly approaching retirement wave that all agencies, 
are facing. With few exceptions agencies are seeing significant 
increases in year over year retirement numbers and the ongo-
ing financial recovery and lower unemployment are contribut-
ing factors. 

“The statistics are concerning because these are the people 
who know why the systems were built, how they work and how 
to fix them, and many of them might leave the organization 
without passing on that knowledge,” Kennedy said. 

The second challenge is attracting millennials to the gov-
ernment workforce. Without the appeal of office perks and 
access to the latest technology, agencies are struggling to 
attract the talent needed to replenish the expertise of their 
retiring workforce. 

The third issue is the wage gap. Government salaries can’t 
compete with what employees are paid in the private sector. 
For retiring government employees, there’s the perk of having 
a pension, but younger workers want to see those financial 
benefits in their current paychecks. 

With these challenges, agencies need cost-effective options to 
build their IT workforce. One of the advantages of teaming with 
cloud service providers is they can supplement agencies’ in-house 
talent with their expertise. As agencies standardize their IT on 
secure cloud platforms, they won’t need as many people internally 
to manage those solutions. This doesn’t mean agencies are letting 
people go. Instead, it means they are able to shift people from 
manual tasks into higher-priority roles and better position the 
agency to thrive after eligible employees decide to retire. 

The cloud also enables agencies to buy IT as a service and pay 
only for what they use. They can move away from the large, 
highly complex projects that are often fraught with delays and 
budget overruns. 

“The way forward for developing modern analytics capabilities in 
the cloud requires an agile approach” Kennedy said. While there 
are times when it is necessary to build big to accommodate mas-
sive amounts of information, that is the exception, not the norm. 

“What cloud offers agencies is the ability to democratize access 
to information,” he said. “It gives everyone better access to data 
and the same version of the truth.”
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CHALLENGE #4
BUILDING ANALYTICS  

EXPERTISE AT YOUR AGENCY
There’s no shortage of analytics tools and platforms for agencies to choose 
from. But what good are those tools if employees aren’t trained and em-
powered to use them? We heard those sentiments echoed by nearly half 
of our survey respondents, who cited a lack of technical expertise as their 
biggest barrier to using data analytics. 

What is the 
biggest barrier 

to using data 
analytics at 

your agency? 

T he truth is employees with “data” 
in their titles aren’t the only ones 
who need analytics skills. The ability 

to quickly and accurately analyze data for 
trends and insights is a skill set that a growing 
number of government employees need to do 
their jobs more effectively and efficiently. Just 
knowing when to use analytics is a basic skill 
that all employees should have. 

That’s why Commerce rolled out a pilot 
program in spring 2016 to help educate and 
empower its employees to make data-driven 
decisions. Through the program, known 
internally as the Commerce Data Academy, 
employees can enroll in data science, 
development and User Experience (UX)/
User Interface (UI) design courses. So far, 
the courses have attracted more than 1,500 
attendees (that number includes individuals 
who have taken multiple courses). 

Commerce Data Service (CDS), a startup within 
the department, was responsible for standing 
up Commerce Data Academy. CDS is focused 
on applying user-centered design and Agile 
methodologies to data insight and product 
creation.

But training doesn’t stop after the courses 
are completed. Commerce is empowering 
employees to put the knowledge they’ve 
gained to good use. To better understand how 
agencies can develop analytics talent in-house, 
GovLoop sat down with Justin Antonipillai, 
Counselor to the Commerce Secretary, with 
the delegated duties of the Undersecretary 
for Economic Affairs, and Jeff Chen, Chief Data 
Scientist at Commerce. Below are some of the 
key tips they offered:

lack of  
technical expertise49%

https://dataacademy.commerce.gov/#whatWeOffer


Look and listen  
to where the needs are. 

Start by talking to executives or managers within your office, 
agency or department. Where are their pain points? What 
needs improvement? This will help inform the direction you 
need to take with any data tutorials or trainings. 

“The team recognized the need and desire for training on data 
science, and having experts like Jeff on data sciences and also 
on the development side, [we] spotted the opportunity to build 
capacity through training,” Antonipillai said. “It’s a good way to 
actually learn about the challenges in the bureaus.”

Learn to diagnose the 
problem. 

Many organizations misdiagnose some problems as 
technological in nature when communication is the root cause. 
When you understand the root cause of a problem, you will be 
better suited to use data to solve it. 
 
Commerce is building these basic problem-solving skills across 
its workforce through the academy pilot. 

“You grow their skills through actual instruction but then have 
an arrangement where the bureaus that are providing training 
to their own folks on data sciences detail a group of [them] to 
work directly with the CDS [Commerce Data Service], and that 
has two benefits,” Antonipillai said. 

Employees get to work on specific projects that solve a 
problem in their bureau. For example, the Census 
Bureau developed an online capability for 
citizens to view and build data visualizations 
with income data by gender, age and other 
categories. 

The other benefit is that Commerce 
increases the depth of data science 
knowledge around the department, 
and employees eventually become 
ambassadors of good technology 
practices in their bureaus. Many 
are showing their bureaus what’s 
possible, Chen said. 

Start with the basics 
and build on them. 

Most people in the initial training cohort were Microsoft Excel 
users who were not familiar with programming languages for 
data analytics, such as R or Python. So “I fundamentally went with 
a model of teaching the basic data sciences and the tools you 
need around them, with the idea of building from there,” Chen 
said. 

Now there’s a cohort of employees who have been exposed 
to these programming languages and other open source 
technologies. Commerce worked with General Assembly, a 
global network of campuses for technology, business and 
design, to develop the first handful of courses. For the second 
round, the department relied on the collective expertise of its 
CDS staff. 

Solid management for 
training programs must 
be in place.

Even on the administrative side, it takes a fair amount of time 
and capacity to manage the academy, Chen said. There’s a 
lot of investment by the data experts at Commerce to launch, 
monitor and run the program, including mentoring employees. 
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For more, visit sap.com/accelerate-insight

HOW CAN YOU  
KNOW IN  
REAL TIME
IF EVERYTHING IS 
RUNNING ON TIME?

WITH ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS  
FROM SAP, YOU’LL KNOW.
Data is all around us – but how can your organization tap into it in 
time to act? Analytics solutions from SAP help you analyze all of 
your data in real time. Accelerating knowledge to provide simple 
insight into every business question, and every business process. 
And redefining the definition of agility for your enterprise.

http://sap.com/accelerate-insight
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INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT

CREATING AN ENVIRONMENT FOR 
SUCCESSFUL ANALYTICS PROGRAMS

 
An interview with John Sullivan, Director of Innovation for the North 

American Analytics Center of Excellence at SAP

D ata analytics adoption is growing across government, 
and many agencies are starting to see the tangible 
benefits that it can have on their operations. But the 

road to achieving those outcomes is a journey that involves 
repeatable steps to ensure success. 

Those steps are divided into four phases: forming, storming, 
norming and performing, according to John Sullivan, 
Director of Innovation for the North American Analytics 
Center of Excellence at SAP, an industry leader in enterprise 
management solutions for the public sector. 

The forming stage begins when agencies get their teams 
together to share their goals and perspectives about an 
analytics project. Storming involves fleshing out those ideas 
to identify a substantive objective. Norming is when the team 
comes to a more conclusive agreement of the direction they 
want to move in. Performing is how the team works together to 
achieve that objective. 

“Government is in the storming phase, and agencies are 
trying to connect the dots between various datasets, what 
information can be extracted from that data and how that 
knowledge can be used to drive actions,” Sullivan said. While 
government hasn’t reached the performance phase quite yet, 
storming is a good, necessary starting place. 

Sullivan’s view of analytics adoption differs from those who view 
it as a maturity curve. “I really don’t believe in the maturity curve 
for analytics because it misrepresents the effort,” he said. “That 
effort is more cyclical, where agencies learn along the way and 
bring in the additional people, ideas and necessary techniques.” 

This cyclical effort, which Sullivan said includes trial and error, 
works to ensure agencies are able to achieve repeatable 
success with their analytics programs. More specifically, “there 
is a collaborative environment, and agencies don’t have to 
spend years on development and deployment. They can test 
solutions early on and make changes as they go.”

In a collaborative work environment, the agency customer, 
subject matter expert and the developer work closely to define 
their data needs and what intelligence they need to pull from 
that data. The ability to design, test and verify solutions before 
putting them into full-scale production is an important aspect 
of ensuring repeatable success. Agencies must also be able 

to keep people and resources on target to meet and exceed 
mission priorities. This is achieved by having “a clear knowledge 
of what your plan is and why it’s important,” Sullivan said. 
Success also requires taking advantage of new technology to 
test assumptions and see if there are more efficient ways to 
achieve better results. 

SAP’s High Performance Analytical Appliance, or HANA, is an 
example of the technological developments that can provide 
big payoffs for agencies. The in-memory database stores and 
retrieves data used by applications. It can also act as a modern-
day warehouse, integrating data from a wide variety of sources 
with real-time data to deliver immediate insights. With HANA, 
connecting teams and agencies together to achieve a common 
goal becomes a lot easier. 

But embracing analytics is about more than adopting new 
technology. It also requires a new mindset. Agencies must 
reimagine what analytics means for the digital enterprise. 
Efficiency and disruptive innovation are crucial components to 
reimagining analytics, as are open-mindedness and a cultural 
change that embraces analytics and agile technology.

Efficiency innovations are focused on looking at data in a new 
way to solve critical problems, such as recidivism, pollution or 
other quality of life issues. Sullivan gave the example of the state 
of Indiana using data analytics to uncover that infant mortality 
rates could be lowered by implementing something as simple as 
transportation vouchers for expectant mothers. 

Disruptive innovation, or innovation related to meet future 
challenges, is a bit harder to process. Private sector examples 
include companies like Uber and Airbnb that have disrupted 
the hotel and taxi industries. While most people don’t think 
government agencies when they think about disruptive 
innovations, agencies have contributed to these movements by 
releasing valuable data about various topics, including global 
development, crime, education and health. In some cases, 
agencies also perform the analysis of the data and provide 
those insights to the public. 

The bottom line is agencies can benefit greatly from embracing 
analytics in their digital enterprises. “Don’t be afraid to succeed,” 
Sullivan said. “When you see what’s possible and you’re no 
longer willing to accept your current situation, then that’s where 
innovation and execution intersect.” 
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CHALLENGE #5
USING ANALYTICS TO  

SUPPORT MISSION NEEDS
For agencies that have successfully advocated for and implemented data 
analytics programs, the key to success is aligning those investments with 
agency priorities. 

We asked survey respondents to share insights on the biggest drivers of 
data analytics adoption at their organization. For most of them, mandates, 
policies and mission requirements are fueling analytics investments, 
followed by internal pressures from senior leaders and external pressures 
from customers. 

What are 
the biggest 

drivers of 
data analytics 

adoption 
at your 

organization?

government mandates & policies 49.3%

mission requirements 41.2%

internal pressures from senior leaders 26.9%

external pressures from customers 17.9%

internal pressures from employees 16.6%

“ “There is no point in using 
advanced analytics if you 
do not have a culture that 
is willing to foster, cultivate 
and expand a commitment 
to continuous improvement.

Look for key performance 
measures by working 
collaboratively in getting 
buy-in from various 
stakeholders and 
management (credible, 
reliable, and meaningful 
data is key).-GovLoop survey respondent

-GovLoop survey respondent
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Like many agencies, GSA is on a quest to be more data-driven. But that 
doesn’t mean going into projects blindly without first considering the end 
goal and what’s required to get there. 

“We’re very deliberate about when we start our process around data” 
because it requires a lot of time, energy, cost and management attention, 
said Adam Neufeld, GSA’s Deputy Administrator. 

Neufeld and his team see data as being part of a cycle or framework 
that starts with a question and ultimately leads to a solution that can be 
implemented. At least, that’s the end goal. “We’re trying to be as deliberate 
when we start a data effort as when we abandon one and don’t do it,” he said. 

To help your agency better align analytics projects with mission 
requirements, Neufeld provided insight on each part of the framework, 
what it entails, what questions to ask and a brief example of how GSA 
executed it.

Data Analytics Framework

1 2

56

3

4

Question/ 
Hypothesis  

Identification

DecisionImplementation

Data  
Discovery  

& Collection

Data  
Security  

& Storage

Analysis
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Data Security and Storage
Now you’re ready for what many would consider one of the most challenging parts of this data 
cycle: securing, collecting and storing the data. That’s one of the reasons GSA’s chief data officer 
is situated within the Office of the Chief Information Officer, to help tackle this issue. Ask yourself: 

Example: “These questions of who will 
access the data, how will you store it securely, 
all these things … can bog down any good 
efforts,” Neufeld said. “We have solved this by 

a tool called D2D, or Data to Decisions. It’s a 
cloud-based platform that stores and will be 
the home of all of our data out there.”

Who will access 
the data, and 
how will you 
decide who 
has access? 

What kind of 
governance 

structure will you 
set up for access 

to the data?

How will you 
secure the data?

How robust of a 
tool do you need 

to collect and 
store the data?

1
1

2

1

2

2

3

3 4

Question/Hypothesis Identification
This is where any data conversation should start. Ask yourself: 

Data Discovery and Collection
Now you’re past the question/hypothesis stage, and you have a question that you care about. 
If you had data to support or refute your hypothesis, you’d actually do some things differently. 
Ask yourself:

GSA has an inclusive governance process 
for making data-driven decisions, one that 
includes a steering committee with members 
from all GSA lines of business. It may seem 
like another layer of bureaucracy, but it means 
there’s buy-in before the agency makes its way 
around the cycle, Neufeld said. 

Example: GSA used data visualization to 
test a specific hypothesis: As the government’s 
landlord, buildings must be accessible to 
employees, the public and job applicants. 
“Our hypothesis was maybe we’re not that 
good,” Neufeld said. “We wanted to test [this 
hypothesis], so we did a visualization.”

Before you bring things to a grinding halt 
because you think you need more data, 
consider the marginal benefits of having extra 
data, compared with what you can do right now 
with the data you have. “If you already have 
enough, just start is our view,” Neufeld said. 

Example: GSA wanted to know whether it 
was meeting expectations of agency real estate 
managers. There are only a few dozen people 
whom GSA needed to target for the answer, so 
qualitative data was a perfect fit. Neufeld noted 
that GSA didn’t want a massive survey. 

Why do you want 
the information 
you’re seeking? 

Is this a question 
that requires 

qualitative data 
to answer? 

What are you 
going to do with 

the data, and 
will it influence 
your decision-

making?

How granular 
do you need the 

data to be?

Given the limited 
resources, where 
should you focus 

your attention 
and efforts? 

Do you already 
have the data, 
but you need 
access to it? 

If you already 
have data, do 

you need more? 
If so, why?

https://d2d.gsa.gov/index.php
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1 2 3 4
Analysis
You’ve tackled the challenge of storing and securing the data, and now it’s time to analyze it. 
Ask yourself: 

Example: GSA has taken the approach of 
having core analytical capacities around certain 
areas of expertise. For example, the agency’s 
IT shop is really good at data migration and 
helping people acquire and use the right 
tools. There are also business lines and more 

in-depth analytical shops at GSA that can help 
with advanced statistical techniques. Training 
is provided to managers and rank-and-file 
employees who want to hone their skills. GSA 
also tests potential job candidates’ analytical 
capacity when filling entry-level and executive 
positions. 

Does your 
workforce have 

the skills to 
analyze data?

What kind of 
training will they 

need?

Do your leaders 
have the ability 
to act on data 

insights?

Will certain 
analytical 

functions be 
centralized or 
decentralized?

1
5

6

1

2

2

3 4
Decision
Now that you’ve analyzed the data and gleaned great insight, you have to make a decision based 
on that information. Ask yourself:

Implementation
Implementation is the final step in the cycle. “I believe it’s actually even a little harder when 
you make decisions based on data,” Neufeld said. “You often are upsetting the conventional 
wisdom, you’re often upsetting stakeholders, and I think that’s a little tough.” Ask yourself: 

Example: Neufeld meets with GSA chief 
executives every quarter to discuss progress 
made against their performance plan and review 
relevant data. They do a deep dive into the data, 
discuss any shortfalls and develop mitigation 
plans. GSA also uses its internal data to drive policy 
and resource changes that affect hiring times. 

Example: Based on pricing data that 
showed wide variations in costs for similar 
items on GSA schedules, the agency 
developed an automated tool to let vendors 
know if their prices were too high. Neufeld 
said the tool has led to more than a million 
voluntary price reductions.

How do you 
present and 

talk about the 
analysis?

How do you 
help affected 

individuals 
understand the 

rationale behind 
your plans?

Who are the 
decision-
makers?

How do you 
communicate 
that rationale 

with other 
stakeholders?

Are they 
comfortable 
using data?

What are 
the decision-

makers’ degrees 
of freedom, 

meaning are 
they free to act 

on the data 
analysis? Are 
they hindered 
by budget or 
stakeholder 
constraints?
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Qlik® helps you fi nd 
unexpected connections 
in your data.
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qlik.com/wholestory

Qlik sees the relationships other data analytics solutions 
don’t. Our unique associative model helps you see the 
whole story that lives within your data so you can make 
better, more informed business decisions.

http://qlik.com/wholestory
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INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT

DON’T LET BARRIERS HINDER YOUR  
ANALYTICS ADOPTION

  
An interview with Heather Gittings, Director of Public Sector Market Development at Qlik

C hange isn’t easy, and sometimes it can be tempting 
for agencies to stick with the status quo. For financial 
planning, budgeting and complying with congressional 

mandates, Excel can seem to be the easiest choice for 
agencies that need access to information and are short on 
time. But the real value for agencies lies in the power of 
governed visual analytics tools that enable government to 
work smarter, not harder. 

For government, “programs like Excel are not ideal for collecting 
or storing data because changes aren’t easily tracked, managed 
and shared to ensure employees have updated information,” 
said Heather Gittings, Director of Public Sector Market 
Development at Qlik, a business intelligence and visualization 
software company.  

As agencies move away from the spreadsheet and implement 
visual analytics, it’s critical they choose a solution that ensures 
everyone is working off the same dataset. “Some agencies 
are adopting lightweight visualization tools that are easy to 
access but lack governance on the backend,” Gittings said. “This 
creates the same problems as Excel, particularly an inability to 
manage the integrity of the data.” 

These lightweight visualization tools don’t solve the issue of 
data quality. In fact, they reinforce the assumption that the data 
is correct because it’s presented visually in charts and graphs. 

“Governed visual analytics is essential,” Gittings said. 
“Unfortunately, people hear governance and assume a heavy 
burden will be placed on the IT department. But that’s not the 
case with Qlik.” Qlik’s data governance enables IT to define 
and publish the content, ensuring everyone’s using the same 
variables, measurements and business rules. End users can 
then build on (but not change) that content, enabling them to 
be agile while still ensuring trust and scale across the agency.

Another challenge agencies face when embracing robust 
analytics solutions: user adoption. Part of the problem is when 
agencies use legacy business intelligence tools, they’re using 
clunky, outdated systems that drain their resources. “It can take 
months, in some cases years, to roll out those capabilities,” 
Gittings said. 

But as anyone in government knows, there can be resistance to 
change. The opposition to embracing more modern solutions 
often comes from the people who have invested much of their 
time and energy  into managing a particular system or process. 
“To gain buy-in from those employees, find tools that can show 

immediate value by connecting people to information and 
insights they otherwise couldn’t get”, Gittings said. These are 
the benefits Qlik users have come to expect. 

In terms of user adoption, Qlik’s success is rooted in the fact 
that government employees can quickly and easily use its tools. 
“Qlik takes the burden off IT and puts power in the hands of the 
business users, so that they can quickly and easily generate their 
own report,” Gittings said. Because Qlik is easier to deploy than 
legacy tools, agencies can quickly access accurate and timely data. 

These are among the capabilities that agencies should consider 
as they invest in analytics tools. Gittings also advised agencies 
to consider the efforts and resources required to maintain 
legacy business intelligence solutions, the level of burden that 
overworked IT departments face, and both current and long-
term costs. 

The ability to deliver on these requirements and more has 
made Qlik a vital partner with a variety of government agencies 
across the civilian, defense and intelligence communities. 

Qlik is used broadly across various agencies with different 
missions, from monitoring how healthcare is administered 
within military health to tracking environmental factors at the 
Environmental Protection Agency. Qlik is also used widely in 
financial management offices to give business analysts the 
next-generation of Excel — a solution that allows them to 
quickly view obligations versus expenditures by program, 
vendor, contract type and more. 

These interactive solutions that provide a holistic view of data 
can’t be achieved if your agency is still using static, outdated 
systems or Excel documents. “For agencies using either of 
these options, they’re not getting the information they need, 
and they’re spending too much time compiling reports from 
different sources,” Gittings explained. “As a result, they have 
little time to analyze the information.”

But if faster, easier-to-use, more accurate data is a priority 
for your agency, Gittings offered simple advice to embracing 
analytics: just do it. More precisely, do it now. Too often, agencies 
think they have to clean up their data and ensure all the backend 
capabilities are in place to properly manage the data. 

“Don’t wait for everything to be perfect because it’s never going 
to be, and if you implement analytics, you can then see very 
quickly and easily where your holes are and where data errors 
exist,” she said. 
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GOVERNMENT IN ACTION
DATA ANALYTICS  

PROGRAMS TO WATCH
Now that we’ve explored some of the common challenges agencies face in 
their data analytics journey, let’s look at several programs in government 
that successfully tackled those challenges. 

Challenge 1: Getting Started 

Chicago Automated Preventive Rodent Baiting Program
 k What It Does: Chicago’s Department of Streets and Sanitation runs a data analytics 

program using information from service requests to predict likely locations for outbreaks.

 k Get Inspired: The city tested its system with a pilot program to determine the return 
on investment before expanding. City officials also took advantage of current resources 
by relying on service request data from the existing 311 service program. Thanks to their 
efforts, the program resulted in a 20 percent improvement in abatement services. 

 k The Lesson: The best way to make sure a program will succeed is to start small and begin 
with the familiar. It is much easier to scale a successful program up to size than to try and 
reform a behemoth.

VA Million Veteran Program
 k What It Does: More than 500,000 veterans are participating in the national, voluntary 

research program, which is funded by the Department of Veterans Affairs’ Office of 
Research and Development. With veterans’ consent, the program collects details of their 
medical history, including clinical, environmental and genomic health data. Using this 
database, VA researchers will apply analytics to the anonymized data to better understand 
the cause of diseases such as post-traumatic stress disorder and cancer.

 k Get Inspired: The centralized collection of data will make it possible to run analyses 
based on the larger participating population, rather than being limited to individual patients 
and doctors. Data analytics will allow doctors and scientists to recognize trends in otherwise 
inscrutable patient history.

 k The Lesson: Sometimes, your agency may already have the right resources to begin 
a data analytics program. There is no need to adopt new data collection methods if you 
already have access to valuable sources. 

http://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/streets/provdrs/rodent.html
http://www.research.va.gov/mvp/
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Challenge 2: Knowing Your Options 

Maryland Comptroller Fraud Detection
 k What It Does: The Maryland Comptroller is using predictive analytics to identify tax forms 

that may be fraudulent and require additional review. 

 k Get Inspired: Since launching the analytics system in 2009, Maryland has worked closely 
with a software provider to refine the program and improve its efficiency. The resulting 
algorithms are the product of close collaboration between the state government and the 
company that helped create the right tools and techniques. 

 k The Lesson: A strong working relationship with your programmers is the best way to 
develop flexible tools that suit your needs. 

USAID Famine Early Warning Systems Network (FEWS NET)
 k What It Does: FEWS NET was established to assist reactions to future famines by 

improving how the United States Agency for International Development allocates its food 
aid. The program uses a combination of social and physical science data to determine who 
will suffer more during environmental changes, such as drought.

 k Get Inspired: Unlike some analytics programs, FEWS NET has elected not to 
computerize all its functions. Decisions about food aid to famine areas depend on a 
combination of data trends and knowledge of human behavior, so the agency doesn’t 
automatize every procedure. 

 k The Lesson: Sometimes converting a system or process to a fully automated technology 
isn’t an effective investment. When deciding what to computerize, focus on how well a tech 
solution will handle your agency’s needs. 

Challenge 3: Data Storage & Management 

North Carolina Government Data Analytics Center (GDAC)
 k What It Does: GDAC serves as the analytics hub for the centralized data analysis efforts 

of all North Carolina’s state agencies. Staff support state agencies as they pursue their own 
analytics projects.

 k Get Inspired: The center’s work has resulted in upward of $1 million in revenue from 
penalties for worker’s compensation fraud and other shared insights on efficiencies. By 
uniting both data and analytics across state organizations, GDAC and other similar programs 
have improved the efficacy of their analyses. 

 k The Lesson: Don’t be afraid to share! For some agencies, it makes sense to centralize 
their analysis around a single open data platform.

http://taxes.marylandtaxes.com/Business_Taxes/Taxpayer_Assistance/Identity_Protection/
http://www.fews.net
http://it.nc.gov/nc-gdac/
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Challenge 4: Building Analytics Expertise 

White House Data Driven Justice Initiative
 k What It Does: The Obama administration recently launched a new initiative that seeks to 

decrease the number of Americans who are incarcerated for non-violent crimes. The project 
relies on shared data and analytics from a partnership with many states, cities, counties and 
private technology companies.

 k Get Inspired: Through data analytics, municipalities can better recognize the vulnerable 
members of the community who are cycling unnecessarily through jail. To accomplish this 
result, the project is taking cues from similar successful local programs, including using local 
expertise to prepare other agencies to take on the challenge.

 k The Lesson: By collaborating with other data analytics programs in your area, your 
employees can learn necessary skills to succeed in analytics while on the job. 

Parkadelphia
 k What It Does: Parkadelphia, an application that maps out the varied parking regulations 

around Philadelphia, was originally conceived by Lauren Ancona, a local resident working 
at a marketing job. The program uses analytics, city data and user data to generate a map 
showing parking meters and route restrictions. 

 k Get Inspired: Although Ancona started the work as a private citizen, she soon got in 
touch with the leader of the city’s branch of Code for America, and eventually joined the 
Philadelphia Office of Innovation and Technology. She now partners with the Philadelphia 
Parking Authority on the project.

 k The Lesson: Valuable training and important expertise can come from unlikely places. 
Agencies should make the most of external, community-oriented projects, such as Code for 
America, to supplement their in-house expertise. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2016/06/30/fact-sheet-launching-data-driven-justice-initiative-disrupting-cycle
https://parkadelphia.com/
https://www.codeforamerica.org
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Challenge 5: Using Analytics to Support 
Mission Needs

Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART)
 k What It Does: The organization has implemented a new automatic computer-aided 

dispatch vehicle locator system (CAD AVL), which is producing an enormous volume of 
valuable data. Analysis of the data has helped DART better understand both its performance 
and customer use, including how outside variables such as weather, special events or even 
gas prices change local transportation needs. 

 k Get Inspired: DART is a real-life example of why investment in a strong data collection 
and analysis system pays dividends for government agencies. The organization has been 
much more successful in scheduling, thanks to analytics, and it is working to incorporate 
new measurement facets.

 k The Lesson: DART’s analytics efforts were specifically designed to help it allocate 
transportation resources more effectively. By figuring out its goals first, the applications 
DART developed provide the right support to accomplish them.

CincyStat
 k What It Does: CincyStat is the analytics hub for the city of Cincinnati. Data professionals 

employed by the program work together with agency experts to combine analytical insights 
to solve problems such as building permits, water management and crime. Their insights 
then assist with the distribution of agency resources.

 k Get Inspired: To ensure that CincyStat work results in useful solutions, program officials 
hold regular meetings with agency leaders and analysts to formulate priorities. From there, 
the groups work together to find the right data and analyze it appropriately.

 k The Lesson: The stronger the collaboration between those who run the analytics and 
those who implement the actual solutions, the better.

http://dart.org
http://www.cincinnati-oh.gov/manager/opda/about-leadership-contact/initiatives/cincy-stat/
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1. Be specific about what you want to know and why. Be creative in your thinking about 
how analytics can achieve and advance the mission.

2. Be sure to fully understand what the data is implying. Data can sing, just be sure 
you’re in tune with it.

3. Collect wide, report tight.

4. Data can be overwhelming. It is critical to narrow your focus and look at what 
matters most. Look at your organization’s mission statement and strategy. Pair data 
that measures those goals. Keeping this in mind will help you pay attention to what 
really matters. The rest is just noise.

5. Don’t do analysis for the sake of doing analysis. It should assist in resolving an issue, 
improving performance, monitoring the budget or meeting other very focused goals. 

6. Don’t use analytics as the only tool to set policy or determine funding.

7. Find at least one senior leader to champion analytics.

8. Good analytics takes time. Figure out the process, validate the data and be careful 
that you do not cherry-pick, but rather get accurate, unbiased results.

9. Governance is key. For example, criminal justice data belongs to various agencies 
and it’s important that all agencies participate, have a solid understanding of the 
common goal and provide consistent, meaningful data.

10. Keep it simple and sell it to your employees by showing quick wins. 

11. Know your hypothesis, and develop a clear research question. 

12. Let the data tell you the story. Don’t try to fit the data into your preconceived story.

13. There is no point in using advanced analytics if you do not have a culture that is 
willing to foster, cultivate and expand a commitment to continuous improvement.

14. Analytics are most effective when used to empower the team. Done well, they can 
tap into people’s intrinsic motivations and make things fun and highly satisfying for 
team members.

GOVERNMENT IN ACTION
PRO TIPS FOR USING  

DATA ANALYTICS
Agencies can no longer afford to relegate analytics projects to their IT 
departments alone. Employees at all levels should be a part of the larger 
conversation around data and analytics, and how these valuable resources 
can help them boost efficiencies, reduce costs and even save lives. 

Here are some tips from our GovLoop community about incorporating 
data analytics into your agency operations:
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